Guest Book
LCC 5
Please sign & write something!

- Alex Sands
  Nakayam bunkaie!
  (let's be friendly)!

So Young Koo
Smile! It will make you happy.

Tony Harris
The gods have retractible claws.

Bill Gruiell
Greetings from overseas!

Zach Wellstood

Jim Henry

Isha Gautama
KEEP AUSTIN WEIRD

The best Zach,
Zach Moring.

Jim Henry

Tony Harris
3rd person doesn't care

Harry S. Jones

Sylvia Sotomayor
Happy to be here!

Grayson Richardson

Adrian Walker

Michelle Chumaeon

Zack Hart

Harry S. Jones

Kee & Iyla Chuyem

Ichelewa jamiu tembu, mutubunu!